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	How to build and operate GPS receivers-a working resource for engineers


	While GPS receivers abound in numerous applications, much of the information on their design is scattered in disparate and hard-to-find places. This new work provides engineers who use and design GPS systems with a much-needed comprehensive reference on the operational principles guiding this important technology. With an emphasis on software-based signal processing-a cutting-edge approach expected to dominate future integration of GPS receivers into cellular phones-the book covers all aspects of receiver technology as well as the relevant navigation schemes. Concentrating on civilian C/A code used by commercial GPS receivers (rather than military code), Fundamentals of Global Positioning System Receivers:

	
		Describes GPS basics and the constellation of satellites that comprise the GPS system
	
		Examines in detail GPS signal structure, acquisition, and tracking
	
		Presents the mathematical formulas for calculating a user's position
	
		Illustrates the application of important equations using computer programs
	
		Explains how to build hardware to collect digitized data for a software GPS receiver
	
		Includes a chapter demonstrating a GPS receiver following the signal flow
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Why We Are Losing the War on Gun Violence in the United StatesSpringer, 2020

	
		
			This edited collection of data and perspectives takes a fresh approach to gun violence prevention by addressing the question, “why are we losing the war on gun violence in America?” Although successes and failures in the prevention of gun violence are examined, it is a war we are losing, due to restrictions on...
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Ask, Measure, Learn: Using Social Media Analytics to Understand and Influence Customer BehaviorO'Reilly, 2014

	
		You can measure practically anything in the age of social media, but if you don’t know what you’re looking for, collecting mountains of data won’t yield a grain of insight. This non-technical guide shows you how to extract significant business value from big data with Ask-Measure-Learn, a system that helps you ask...
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The Internet of Things: From RFID to the Next-Generation Pervasive Networked Systems (Wireless Networks and Mobile Communications)Auerbach Publications, 2008
Ubiquitous and pervasive technologies such as RFID and smart computing promise a world of networked and interconnected devices. Everything from tires to toothbrushes could soon be in communications range, heralding the dawn of an era in which today's Internet of People gives way to tomorrow's Internet of Things where billions of...
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Advanced ActionScript 3 with Design PatternsAdobe Press, 2006
Today's ActionScript-based applications require increasingly  sophisticated architectures and code. This book aids intermediate and  advanced ActionScript developers in  learning how to plan and  build applications more effectively. You'll learn how to apply design  patterns as solutions to common programming scenarios. Beyond a  reference,...
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Business Continuity Management: Building an Effective Incident Management PlanJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Whether an international corporation or a small business, developing and utilizing


	a Business Continuity Management (BCM) Plan protects companies and

	their personnel, facilities, materials, and activities from the broad spectrum of risks

	that face businesses and government agencies on a daily basis, whether at home or...
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Scandinavian CookingUniversity of Minnessota, 2003

	Beatrice Ojakangas brings to life the cuisines and customs of Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Denmark, countries that share borders and bounty. Danes lead with smørrebrød (an open-faced sandwich), which may be topped with cheese, green pepper, and sliced fresh strawberries. Finns specialize in earthy, chewy whole grain bread....
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